. Reaction of complex TRX1-93/TRX94108 formation followed by real-time NMR.
Intensities of 1 H-15 N cross-peaks for residues, measured from 1 H-15 N HET-SOFAST experiments run under the experimental conditions indicated in Figure 1 were plotted as a function of reaction time (t = 0 being the time when mixing of peptide and fragment occurs). After global regression analysis by fitting one exponential component to each kinetics, the curves were plotted corresponding to residues: 4, 12, 1 . The plots show that the secondary shifts of both protein species (up to residue 93) are very similar, indicating that the structural features of the complex strongly resemble those of the full-length protein.
The slightly different offset between both datasets (~ 0.5 ppm) likely arises from the different solution conditions in both studies and/or the reference compounds used: DSS in this work and tetra methyl silane (TMS) and NH 3 in Chandrasekhar et al. 1 . and K 2 , respectively-were simulated to yield the concentrations (relative to total fragment concentration P T ) of species PL (circles), PL 2 (squares) and their sum (triangles) in equilibrium for a value of K 1 of 1 µM and K 2 values of 50 (blue), 100 (black) and 200 µM (red). Total fragment P T concentration was set to 100 µM, and peptide L T varies up to 350 µM. In titration experiments, the peak height signal (inset to Table S2 . Time course of complex TRX1-93/TRX94-108 formation followed by real-time NMR. The evolution of the intensity of 1 H-15 N backbone cross-peaks corresponding to 30 selected residues is shown here (for the full graphics, see Figure S2 ). Each kinetic curve could be accounted for by one 
